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. INTRODUCTION 
The research project herein contained was an'outgrowth 
of concern associated with performance levels placed upon 
Welfare'Assistance Workers (WAW's).· The Oregon state Public 
Welfare Division has become increasingly concerned with accu­
racy rates among branch offices throughout the system. It was 
the impression of the research group that WAW's see this in­
creased concern as combined pressure to reduce error rates 
and demand for a broaier diversity of skills. For examp~et 
OSPWD directs WAW's in branch offices to lower ineligibili­
ties to 3% and, at the same time, decrease overpayments to 5% 
(1). Also, WAW's have 'been required to initiate manditory 
referrals to t~e Work Incentive and Training Program (WIN), 
and, in some counties, to assess and establish eligibility for 
food stamps in households where Public Assistance (GA Standards) 
and non-recipients reside together. ~'In the service of brevity, 
add~tional examples of broadened job expectations will not be 
l~sted though evidence is readily available. 
We do not question the importance of accuracy or error 
rates as indices of work performance. However, based upon 
. 
observations prior to this study, 
, 
we believe the"WAW position 
evolved by administrative directives without benefit of accu­
rate assessment of personnel characteristics or current methods 
of caseload management. We believe the latter to be essential 
2 
inclusions in evaluating worKer performanc'e as well as deter­
mining ,job expectations. 
I 
The primary purpose of· this study was to explore ways
I 
, .
of clarifying individual cnaracteristics and work hablts and 
their relationship to error rates in the WAW's in fhe East 
Multnomah County Branch.Office of PWD. Our hypothesis was 
that a relationship exists among individual personality char­
acteristics, work practices, and error rates. A secondary 
,purpose of the study-was to develop a conceptual framework 
which might suggest methods of personr.el management or em­
ployment screening for WAW positions. 
I 
APPROACH 

One member of the research team had been employed during 
the s~mmer of 1973 in the East Multnomah County branch office 
of FWD. This office was subsequently selected as the site for 
our study due to the interest and cooperative efforts of the 
. 
branch manager and the receptiv~ employees who were interested 
and accessable to the research team. 
The unit of study consisted of nine WAW's in one super­
visory unit who had responsibility for ongoing eligibility 
determination' in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children 
(AFnC') category. The basis for selection of this unit and 
"category" was several fold: First, it is the largest single 
category of assistance. Additionally, it is the most clos.e'ly 
scrutinized by FWD and seems to receive m:.o>st of~:the:"anger'-'the 
p~blic directs toward FWD. .. 
The researchers utilized a "review s;pstem tl in process 
at EMPWD at the time o,f the study. This review system con.,.. 
sisted of a case-by-case eligibility revi~ conducted by six 
employees at the branch office. It appeared to be the only 
reliable gauge of actual performance errors in caseloads. 
Thus, the study served an additional purpnse of evaluating 
~ 
the existing review process. 
A standardized personality inventory was employed to ob­
tain an assessment of selected individual ~rsonality 
METHODOLOGY 

I. ERROR RATES 
T~tal case review was the method select~d tb identify 
error rates. We intended to review all cases contained in 
all nine caseloads of the selected supervisory unit. However, 
limitations of agency staff time, research team availability, 
and changes in the internal office structure ~llowed review:' 
cf'-only' 'five'; casel'oads'~. Total' r-eview"o'f' all': the: casel'cad's·,< 
would have involved a greater expenditure of time than was 
available. The caseloads finally selected were a result of 
two significant factors I the number of basic AFDC cases in 
the caseloads, and the order in which the WAW's volunteered 
to have tneir loads rev}ewed. The selection process was not 
random, and we realize that having the WAW's volunteer their 
caseloa~s for review may have introduced bias. Presumably, 
the bias would result in lower error' rates, as workers may 
h8:ve "cleaned up" their caseloads prior to review. A media­
-t,-ing 'fact.or, w.e belieyed'.::: wa'$~\·tha:t~ tho.se'nwopkers l ; who'_ Y.QIND:t~~red 
were concerned with inaccuracy in some of their cases and ex­
, pr'e-ssed::a desire for help in putting them' in order. 
A~cepting volunteered caseloads had practical advantages. 
The' functioning Df the. unit was less disrupted, and the good­
will and sanction of the assistance workers was promoted. 
Initial support resulted from the WAW's desire for adminis-
J. 

6 
trative personnel to have more accurate Umformation upon which 
to assess their performance. One caseload was designated as 
a "t:raining caseload,. If and consisted of clients who were less 
mobil~ and more economically stable. Woners who were new 
appointees or' less experienced w~re resp<HDSible for this load. 
It was felt that review of this load would not give.an accu­
rate picture of worker functioning.~ Five easeloads of the 
'remalnlng; eight were carefully screened in :the order they 
were volunteered. Those five loads selected contained a total' 
r u of 745 cases. The case10ad si~es ranged ~m 126 to· 184 cases. 
Of the 745 cases, 606 received a full review.' Of the remain­
ing 139 cases not reviewed,' 116 did not meet criteria for the 
study. The remaining 23 cases were missedl because the case 
files were not available. These 23 cases ~issed represent 
3.08% of the total cases (see Table I). 
Criteria for not Reviewing ~ Case 
ll6 cases were not reviewed for the ~ollowing reasons:, ' 
.1. Receipt of.assistance for 3 months or less. These 
cases were reviewed at the time of intake. Inaccuracy of pay­
ment was unlikely unless present at the ti~e of intake. Po­
tential for discovery by ongoing assistance worker was very 
low. (35·cas,es) 
2. Recent home v"isi t or reinvestigation by ~ th.EL·assis-·~ 
tance worker lent .confidence in the accuracy of the case. 
(30 cases) 
3. Cases in which the recipient had requested closure 
TABLE I 
CASE REVIEW SELECTION STATISTICS 
Case10ad "" Total ", 
Reviewed 
No 
Errors 
Closed Errors No reason 
Missing 
Meets 
Criteria 
for 
Missing 
Total 
Missed, 
Case10ad 
Tqtal 
2 
? 
8 
6 
3 
138 
132 
115 
64 
157 
103 
102 
91 
35 
134 
6 
2 
'7 
11 
2 
29 
28 
17 
18 
21 
·2 
2 
6 
6 
7 
15 
12 
13 
56 
20 
\ . 
17 
14 
19 
62 
27 
155 
i46 
134· 
126 
184 
Totals 606 465 28* 113 23 3:16 139 745 
*28 cases closed for miscellaneous reasons. Assumed correct at time.of closure. 
These 28 + 465 iwth no errors = 1~93 correct cases reviewed 
-...J 
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of the grant due to factors not related ~o the case review 
process. (26 cases) 
4.' Step-father grants in which only the step-children 

received assIstance. These cases were ~iewed on~y if inac­

curacie~ or conflict of information was m0ted in case record. 

(10 cases) 

5. Cases in the process of transf~ to another branch' 

office due to change of residence by reci~~nt. (6 cases) 

6. Cases in a state of stlspension,'aBt·-the ,ti'tne:. of: :':v ") p 
.. review. No money· payments were being matit!:'. : (3 .cases) 
7. Cases with court action pending at time of -review. 

(3 cases) 

8. A case in which neither parent ~ the child is in 
the home. Example: grandparents getti~gfinancial assistance 
for dependent grandchildren. (1 case) 
9. A case in which the: recipient~~~eptedr._medicaid" only. 
No money ,payment ,:,was·,".m.ade; ',- ~ (1': case) ) 
'j" 10,.,' A: case' in which an:-'error. was--lan:wn:and :was, 'be:ing re-' 
ferred for clarification, investigation, mr prosecution • 
.( 1 c'ase) 
-Defini	tic!).: of""E:bror~': 
The standard eligibility criteria f.~ receipt of Public 
. , 
Welfare funds were considered when the casr reviewer made a 
home visi t with a client. For the purpos-e of this study, no 
distinction is made 8.'rhong: ,the; types, andC'a:miunts of·:'errors In a 
(' case. " An:':,err'or;'was:' defined'.' as'· either', a·n'lli1aerpayment. ':~n 
9 
overpayment, ineligibility, or a combination of them. In 
keeping with FWD-guidelines, a case was conSiderej I equally 
defective if it had one error or if it had many. lour desire 
was to count defective cases and not the number of defects in 
a case. I 
In 28 cases, when the reviewer made contact, with the 
recipient, the recipient requested that the assistance be 
closed. The reasons offered by recipients ~ncluded acquired 
emplo~ent, reconciliation with estranged husband, and signif­
cant changes in financial circumstances. When closure oc­
curred, the case review was suspended with the assumption that, 
at closure, the case was accurate in the amount of payment. 
For our purposes, these cases were considered to have no 
errors. 
Any case that reflected'a money,payment which was more 
than $5.00 different from the appropriate amount as determined 
by Welfare standards or which showed an overpayment to the 
recipient during the current or preceeding months was consid­
ered to be in error. 
Procedure 
Six employees (including four welfare assistance spe­
cialists, one 90-day temporary employee, 'and one regular 
. . 
assistance worker) proceeded through the caseloads, alphabet­
ically selecting cases, reviewing records, making home visits, 
and verifying obtained information. The cases selected were 
by a rotation method. The reviewer would select a group of: 
~.~"W 
.~-
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cases (ranging from {ive to twelve cases), review them, and 
return to the caseload to'gather another group for review. A­
vailability of the clients and other job demands of :the review­
er determined the'~peed with which examination of ~ group of 
cages was completed, The process·prevent~d any particular 
reviewer ~rom pre-determining the names of the clients whose 
eligibility that reviewer would validate. The number of cases 
selected from each caseload varied from reviewer to reviewer • 
.Individual reviewers.:did ~~~.participate in investigation of 
all five caseloads. 
The range of total cases reviewed varied from 23 cases 
by one reviewer to 155 cases by '~nother reviewer. 
II. PERSONALITY FACTORS, 
The decision to use the California Personality Inventory 
(2) was predicated upon a study of appropriate personality 
tests and consultation with Mr. William L. Murphy, Psycholo­
gist, a specialist in vocational and occupational testing. As 
stated by the CPI, the ff invent ory" scales addressed' themselves 
to "~ersonality characiteristics importartt for social living and 
social interaction and could be used with non-psychiatrically 
disturbed·individuals. u The CPI was developed by Harrison G. 
Gough and was copyright.ed by Cont?ulting Psychologists Press, 
Inc= in 19574 
Each of the eighteen scales of the CPI considers one as­
pe'ct of personality. The scales can be arranged into four dif­
ferent categories or classes o The following is a breakdown 
.J 
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of each of these classes and their relevant scales, including 

definitions I 

Class I. Measures of Poise, Ascendancy, Self-Assuranpe, 

and Interpersonal·~dequacy. 

1. Do Dominancy--Measuring dominancy, persis­

tence, social initiative and le~dership qualities. 

2. Cs Capacity for Status--Am index of capacity 

fo"r' status 1.(
. 
nbt·' his: actual" or achj.eyed:: statlls) • ~he. f?c~!.e. 

" 
.attempts to measure the personal qualities and attributes 
t 
r vwhich underlie or.lead to status. 
3. Sy Sociability--To identify persons of out­

going, sociable, participat'ive temperament. 

4. Sp Social Presence--~o a~~ess factors such 

as poise, spontaneity, and self-confidence in personal and 

social interaction. 

5. Sa Self-Acceptance--To 8.$$)ess factors such 
i, 
as sense Qf personal worth and capacity f~F independent I
. 
thinking and action. 
6. Wb S"ense of Well-Being--'ll,1® identify persons 

who minimize their worries and complaints~ and who are rela­
tively free from self-doubt and disillusiomment. 

Class 11'•. Measures of Socializatiom,. Maturity, Respon­

sibility, and Intrapers.onal stru~turin:; of Values. 

78 Re Responsibility--To idemtify persons of 

conscientious, dependable disposition and ~~mperament. 

8. So Socialization-~To indi~te the degree of 

social maturity, integrity, and rectitude wnich the individual 

12 
has attained. 
9. SC Se1f-Control--To assess the d1gree ahd-ade­
quacy of self-regulation and freedom from impUlsi1ity and self­
centeredness. I 
10. To Tolerance--To identify person~ 'with per­
missive, ~ccepting, and non-judgemental social beliefs and ­
attitudes. 
11. Gi Good Impression--To idep.tify persons capa­
ble of creating a favorable impression and who are concerned 
about how others react to them. 
12. em Communality--To indicate the degree to 
which-reactions and responses correspond to the modal (common) 
pat~ern established in the inventory. 
Class III. Measures of Achievement Potential and Intel­
lectual Efficiency. 
13. Ac Achievement via Conf·.ormance--To identify 
those factors of interest and mativation which facilitate-: 
achievement in any setting where conformance is a positive 
behavior. 
14. Ai Achievement via Independence--To id~ntify 
those factors of interest and motivation which -facilitate'.' 
achievement in" any setting where autonomy and independence are 
positive behaviors. 
15. Ie Intellectual Efficiency--To indicate the 
degree of personal and cognitive efficiency which has been 
attained. 
i I) 
Class IV. Measures of Intellectual and Interest Modes, 
16. Py Psychological-Mindedness--To measure the' 
degree of interest in and response to the inner needs, mo­
tives, and'experie~ces of others. 
17. ·Fx Flexioility--To indicate the degree of 
flexibili~y and adaptability in thinking and social behavior o 
18. Fe Femininity--To assess the ,masculinity or 
femininity of':interests. High scores indic~te more feminine 
interests; low scores, more masculine (4). 
The assistance workers response sheets were scored 
manually as prescribed by the cpr manual. 
III. WORK SAMPLING 
The unit supervisor and branch manager indicated a 
desire to learn how worker~ invest their time on the job-­
aettvities in which they are involved and how mu.ch time they 
spend in these activities--in short, what could be called the 
workers' "styles".:of worki~g. They wanted to know, if possible, 
what bearing the workers·' activities had upon the accuracy of 
their caseloads. We dhose a time study (5t q) approach as 
a-measure of individual activity style. The design task was 
difficuit because we found little in the literature on mea­
sur'ing complicated task"s such as ,welfare assistance work, 
where decision-making and interpretation of policy are common. 
Most designs seemed to be time and motion studies of simple 
or repetitive functions, such as production work, Other some­
what arbitrary but necessary decisions by the research team 
14 

included how long a period to sample the unit, how closely 
would the WAW's be monitored, and how minutely we would dis­
tinguish their activities, given the research manpower at 
our disposal. 
To particularize procedures to the unit of study, we 
held conf~rences with several ~f the workers and simply asked 
what they did. We then drew up a l'ist, adding our own expec~· 
tat ions and knowledge of what they did gaimed from work exper­
ience, observations, and job descriptions. After the confer­
~ences we drew up a paradigm of 
~ 
all the. s~ificant activities o 
Since an important focus of the research ~s on personality, 
and because workers estimated that a majGr portion of their 
jobs involved communication with clients, ~ffice staff, and 
others, the paradigm was divided into three groupsi The 
first, ucommunication activity," included ~ll forms of com­
munication, such as phone contacts with clients, field inter­
views, ~etters,. etc. In addition, we codeffi responses to in­
dicate whether the communication was worltm-initiated or 
other-initiated. There were twelvA forms anf communication 
actfvity in this group. The second group ooiscerned the intent 
t 
of a worker's communication. If she were ~ound communicating 
. . 
in some fashion, her intent, such as pass~ ipformation
verifying, instructing,_ etc., wo~ld be cQm~d. Also coded 
were responses to indicate the direction ~ the communication, 
i. e., whether the worker was giving info~tion or receiving 
it. There were eight forms of intent, pl1l:S3 an additional 
"other" form. The third group consisted :mff specific activities 
.J 
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which mayor may not have included ~ommunication~ such as 
budget actions, reading case material~'-:"transportation, coffee 
break, etc. We decided to start with fifty activity categor­
ies, including a g~neral "other" category. 
A week of sampling was conducted as a preliminary run 
to test t1!.e workability of our procedures. Nume,rous discus­
sions among all three researchers and the unit supervisor took 
place as we observed behaviors which did nat fit into the fifty 
activity categories. Categories were further defined to in­
clude-activities not previously included., We also foun~ it 
necessary to add three more categories, bringing the total 
possibilities of classification to fifty-three. The fifty-
three final categories seemed to cover all observed behaviors 
thoroughly. Of the 1,365 observations, only 12, less than 1%, 
were coded in the catchall, '~other, It category. Four of the 
categories, including "fair hearings" and "470C actions (tax 
returns)," were not used at all. For the purpose of data 
collection, a work sheet of acti~ities was employed for each 
worker and coordinated with observation times (see page 1 of 
the 'Appendix). 
We decided to sample the nine workers' activities from 
-September 11 through October 9, 197.3, a t,otal of twenty wo'rk­
ing days. VIe recogniz~ that our, "~unu of observations cover­
ing a one-'month period from mid-September to mid-October d08S 
not account for seasonal fluctuations in worker activity. We 
monitored each worker once during each working hour (for a 
total of 8 X 20 = 160 possible samples per worker) in random 
16 
order and at random~times. This was done by assigning each 
worker a number at random, then ranking ~~se assigned numbers 
in random sequence from a table of randommumbers for each 
working'hour. Fin~lly. random times witbin the hour were 
ascerta~ned by choosing pairs of random nmmbers and conver­
ting them.to mi~utes. Thus ea~h worker ~s sampled once du~ 
ring every working hour to account ~or daily fluctuations, 
but the order and.times were randomized t®~revent bias. 
We were unable to monitor the workers' activities in 
r ~the field or in office intervi~ws with cl~~ts. Thus we were 
limited to the workers' recollections of itlh~eir activity in 
the field at sample times. The reporting was made easier, 
and presumably more reliable by the local ttequirement that· 
workers maintain a time log of field int~i~ws,identifying 
clients and when they were seen. The log was far less spe­
cific than our research requirements, but it was an aid. 
Workers were informed of our requirements and appeared to keep 
fairly accurate tabulations of their fiel~ activities. or 
the total samples gathered during the twemtty working days, 
246,~ or slightly more than 18%, were wor~reported. 
After the work sampling period, we ~lized many of the 
categories of activity or communication were so highly related 
that, even, after confe~ences wit~ the supErrVisor, the task of 
distinguishing them was difficult~· For ~ple, in communica­
ting with a client, whether a worker was A:~rifying," "c~ar­
ifying, If or "seeking informs.tion," was oftem unclear. Aiso, 
many of the totals were too minute to be sfignificant. Thus, 
• 
I 17 
.' 
the activit~es identified as communication, and communicative 

intent were grouped under the same category. After confer­

ring with the unit supervisor and comparing the intent and 

useability of the" data, we decided to modify all t~e response 

ca.tegorlies (thirteen communication, nine communicative in­

tent, and fifty-three specific activity categories for a 

total of seventy-five) into nineteen broader areas. The 

thirteen communication activity categories ~ere collapsed 

into eight larger areas accordingly, Phoning Clients, 

Phoning Others, Field Interviews, Office Interviews, Confer­
ences,. Meetings, Letter Writing, and No Communication for a 
 !
. 
negative response' for the entire group. The nine communica­

tive intent categories were similarly joined into four.larger 

areas. Passin~ Information, Instructing and Directin~t Reas­
suring or Ventillating, and Responding to Messages. The spe­

cific activity'categores,~finally, were merged accordingly: 

· Thinking, Eligibility Interpretation, Medical Interpretation, 
~ligibility Determination, and Listening became Interpreta~' 
1iQn; Handwriting Letters, Writing Form Letters, 403B Action, 
437'Action, l38A Action, 409 Office Action, 408 Narrative 
Action, Grant Recomputation, 859A Report, Bl5A Action, School 
Allowance, 405B Action, Special Needs Action, Earnings Deduc­
tions, Checking 403B w~th Salem,.Catling Salem for Checks, 
Food Stamp Activity, 459 Action, and 50% of Comp. Time became 
Fin~ncial Manipulation; Dictating, QC Reports, UC Printouts. 
Collateral Calls, Transportation. 409 Field Actions, and 50% 
of Camp. Time became Verification; WIN Referrals, WRD Refer­
18 
rals, Service Functions,CSn· Referrals, and Other Referrals 
became Referrals to Others; Reading Case Material, Filing, 
Transfer Actions, Opening, Closures, and Miscellaneous Office' 
Activities became-Housekeeping and Filing; Reading.Manuals, 
Staff Training and Other Memos became Education; Coffee Break, 
Lavatory ~reak, and ~ersonal Time became Personal Activities. 
All other categories of response were eliminated because the 
totals were insignificant. 
FINDINGS 
I. ERROR RATES 
In assessing the ~rror-.r~tss ariddthe~~a~i~tionYin ~~~ors 
from caseload·to case1oad, we had tp consider the consequences 
of having reviewers with different levels of expertise, exper­
ience, personality, and attitudes. We felt these factors 
fi could prevent a realistic comparison of caseloads with one 
another. 
A chi square test was used to compare the number of 
errors discovered between reviewers. In order to accomplish 
this, some standard had to be assumed. The ninety-day tem­
. . 
porary employees overall (caseload to caseload) average error 
rate of 2.0.149% was assumed as a standard. The rationale 
behind this decision included the following considerations: 
Although this employee had experience in eligibility deter­
mination, the experience occurred more than three years pre­
viously. This lag resulted in more consultation with the 
supervisor on eligibility questions. Higher accuracy was 
anticipated as a result of this c'onsultation. As a temporary 
employee, this worker had no vested interests or biases in 
caseload's or in clients. He had no duties except for the case 
review process. 
....... 
1 
.'1 
20
· 2 . 22 (Fo -Fe) (Fo2-Fe2)' The formula X = }e 1 + Fe was used as a 
1 2 
test. of d:ifferenc.es assuming one degree of freedom~ where: 
Fo1=·frequence of errors obtained, Fe1= frequency ?f errors 
expected (compared~with standard). Findings are s~?wn.inl 
Table 2"; In Table 2 is the number of cases reView~d in each 
caseload by each reviewer, the X2 'of'the va;iati.on of. errors 
obtained to the errors expec~~d, and the level of confidence 
of the X2 ,s obtained by the formula. It should be noteQ. 
·th~at in twenty-one comparisons with the standard, only in 
three comparisons -did the significance exceed the .05 level 
of confidence. One was sign~ficant at the .01 level. sta­
tistically, three significant differ~nces in 21 comparisons 
could be due to chance. Therefore, we found no significant 
difference in the reviewer's rates of error discovery (7). 
A contingency table based on a Chi square, goodness 
.of fit, test with tour degree of freedom wa~ adapted as the 
means to compa~.e variation of error rates'- from caseload to 
caseload. This comparison is shown in Table ), where Fo= 
actual findings, C= amount of assistance given correctly" 
E= amount of assistance given in error, and Fe= frequency of 
expected correct and error cases found by multiplying column 
totals by row totals and dividing by 606, the total number of 
cases reviewed. Fo - F~ was comp~ted for both the number 
correct and the number in error. These were then squared and 
divided by Fe for both the number correct and the number in 
2 
error. We then found x2 by the formula, X = ilq;~e) ~ 
-,~ 
2 
oJ 
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Since X2 is additive, a hypothesis in~olving moreII 
! 
than one set of data can be.tested for SignifiCancr' With 
four'degrees of freedom, an X2 of 8.88 is not significant at 
I 
, I 
the .05 level of con~idence. We can state that t~~ difference 
in errors found from caseload to cas~load did not /prove sig­
nificant. 
v..i 
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CASE REVIEwER COMPARISON 
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:: Q) s::: (!) ~ (!) rJ) ::s Pi 
.r-I ro 0 :< 
"d :> 0'0 rx.. I:t:I 
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0 0:: H~ Cfl til 

~ ID OJ H H 
(Jj OJ .0 .r-! 0 0 
til UJ ~:> . H~.." c:tl 	 ro ~(l) H H X2 Q 	 Q. zg:; M W Levels of Significance 
1 27 11 5.4 7.258 . Sig~ at' .• Ol level*· 
2 38 4 7.64 2.17 Not sig. at .01 level 
2 	 3 34 8- 6.83 .250 . Not sig. at .50 level 4 3 1 ,6 3.166 Not sig. at .05 level 
5 23 4 4.62 .104 Not sig. at .70 level 
6 13 1 2.6 1.231 Not sig. at .20 level 
1 57 14 11. 1-1-6 .705 Not sig. at .)0 level 
? 2 ~5 6.4) .408 Not sig. ·at .50 level 
3 4~ 9 8.64 .019 Not sig. at .80 level 
1 25 4 5.0) .264 Not sig. at .50 level 
2 36 8 7.24- .099 Not sig. at .70 level8 3 17 2 3.4 .72 Not sig. at .)0 leveL 
5 37 3 7.44 3.316 Not sig. at .05 level 
1 46 15 9.26 4.454 Sig. at .05 1evel* 
2 8 1 1.6 .281 Not sig. at .50 level6 4 9 2 1.8 .027 N~t sig. at ~80 level 
6 1 0 X not calculated· 
2 32 3 6.4 2~258 Not sig. at .10 level 
5 80 14 16.1 .343 Not sig. at .50 level3 4 11 2 2.2 .023 Not sig. at .80 level 
6 34 2 6.83 4.273 Sig. at .05 level* 
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II. PERSONALITY FACTORS 
. The workers' sc~res on the CPI were analysed I by using 
techniques suggest-ed in the. CPI manual. The manual suggests 
I 
a parti'Cular format to be used in an~lysing the re!sults. The 
first proc~dure has been termed an analysis of general profile 
fluctutation (8). An individual's overall scores ar~ consi­
dered in making a general assessment, The ~anual states 
t~at if the majority of scores are above the mean, that indi­
vidual can be said to be "functioning effectively both soci­
ally and intellectually." Converqely, if the majority of 
scores are below the mean, the individual could be having 
"difficulties in interpersonal adjustment~:· Table 4 gives 
a breakdown of each worker's scores above, below and on the 
mean of fifty. 
By using the CPI manual, we found that the majority of 
the workers manifested no dysfunctional features, although 
workers three and seven could possibly b~ having some diffi­
cuItie.s • 
.. The" next procedure was·term.ed the notation of differ­
ential elev.ation of the four groups of scales (9). Here we 
looked for high- and' low-scale group scores, which indicate 
strengths or weakness in various areas& 
Class I: High scores in this area indicate highly­
develop~ed" s·Qcial··sk:blls· •. · LOW scores' '.ind:icate· PQorly deyeI.­
oped sG)"cial :·skil1s.'· .. 
..1 25 

Class II: High scores in this area indicate a high 
capacity for responsi~ility, socializati~n, maturity, 
and interpersonal st~ucturing of values. Low scores 
indicate low capacities in these areas. 
Class 1111 High scores in this area indicate strong 
,academic drives. Low scores indicate weak academic 
drives. 
Class IV: High scores in the area indicate highly 
developea"intellectual and interest modes. Low scores 
indicate the opposite., 
Table 5 is a, br'eakdown of the individual worker~ scoresI 
in each of the four classes. "High" indicates scores above 
the fifty-percent mark, which is the mean. "Low" indicates 
scores below the mean of fifty percent. 
Table 6 is a statistical report of how the group as a 
whole scored on'each scale on the CPI. High and low scores 
are indicated, as well as the group ,average and standard devi­
ation. From Table 6 we determined that scores above the mean 
of 50 totaled -,12';" while"scores 'below',:t'he mean ,totaled::6.,':. 
Furthermore, all scores fell, 'within standard,' scor~·. r~ng~s .. OLC-:'l 
30'to 70 with the mean being 50, thus indicating'no dysfunc­
tional characteristics as specified: py ':t,he,: ;CPI ::'for·!:the .'-gro..t~p. 
The scale Ai, achievement via independence, attained the high­
est group mean of 60.$. 
til 
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TABLE IV 
. GENERAL PROFILE OF CPI FACTOR SCORES 
WORKER NO. OF SCORES NO. OF SCORES NO. OF SCORES 
ABOVE MEAN BELOW MEAN ON MEAN 
1 10 8 . 0 
2 7 6 5 
:3 '.7 9 2 
4 11 6 1 
5 14 4 0 
6 . 11 . 6 1 
? 4 14 0 
8 17 1 0 
9 13 5 0 
--~----..,.. 
~ 
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TABLE V 
CLASS 3REAKDOWN OF CPI FACTOR SCORES 
WORKER HIGH LOW UNDETERMINED 
1 Class III 
Class IV 
Class I 
Class II 
2 Class II 
Class III 
Class I 
Class_IV 
3 Class III 
Class IV 
Class I 
Class II 
4 Class III 
Class IV 
Class I Class II 
·5 Class III Class IV 
Class I 
Class II 
6 Class II Class IV Class I 
Class III 
7 Class I 
Class II 
Class III 
Class IV 
8 Class I 
Class II 
Class III 
Class IV 
. .­
9 Class I 
Class III 
Class IV 
Class II 
~ 
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TABLE VI 
GROUP SUMMARY STATISTICS 
C.P.I. 
Variable High Low Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Do 59 45 52.3 5.38 
Cs 69 33 48.4 11.2 
Sy 66 38 48.1 9.57 
Sp 64 32 50.'1 10.5 
Sa 56 36 48.3 6.84 
Wb 65 35 52.7 9.23 
Re 60 41 49.3 7.60 
So 58 33 49.4 8.32 
Sc 64 44 55.7 7.35 
To 64 48 55.2 6.80 
Gi 62 35 51.6 8.40 
em 60 33 49.8 7.69 
Ac 61 34 51.6 8.00 
Ai 75 42 60.8 9.92 
Ie 74 40 55.7 10.1 
Py 75 43 57.9 11.8 
Fx 73 33 56.0 13.6 
Fe 70 41 52.9 8.62 
~. 
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III. WORK SAMPLING 
I 
Table 7 reflects the mean percentages and st~ndard de-
I 
viations of observations for each group of activities. The I 
reader ~hould note that the percent~es add up to ~earlY 100% 
only in th~ communication activity and work activity areas. 
Communicative intentions were tabulated only if the worker 
was actually communicating in some way at t~e time she was 
observed. 
The most striking figure from ~he table is that workers 
spent over half (55,17%) of their time in activities not in­
volving communication. This result is remarkable mainly in 
that previous to the study, both unit workers and the su~er­
visor estimated that about 80% of wQ'!'kers' 'time is spent com­
municating--mostly on the phone. In actuality, all phone calls 
, accounted for'about 12%~of workers' time. The item, reassuring 
and ventilating, is of interest for its low total, reflecting 
that these workers invested little time in communication usu­
ally associated with service functi~ns, i. e.', .. dealing with> 
emotions and feelings, either in others or in themselves. It 
was decided to disregard correlations with that item because 
of the low total. The low totals for the item, responding to 
others, the item office. interviews, and the item letter wri~~ : 
ting, were similarly disregarded. 
Table 8 reflects significant (at least 5%) correlations 
between all remaining fifteen work and communication activi­
ties. 
I 30 T-ABLE VII 
WORK SAMPLING SUMMARY STATISTICS 
Activity Mean % Standard 
-Deviation 
(Work Activities). 
Interpretation 
Financial Manipulation 
Verification 
Referrals to Others 
Housekeeping and Filing 
Education 
Personal Time 
(Communicative Intent) 
Passing Information 
Instructing and Directing 
Reassuring and Ventilating 
Responding to Messages 
(Communication Activities) 
Phone Clients 
fhone Others 
Field Interviews 
Office Interviews 
Conferences 
Meetings 
( 
Letter Writing 
No Communication 
19.11 
19.42 
12.82 
5.40 
13.58 
10.00 
14.70 
25.57 
9.58 
2.13 
2.35 
6.53 
5.81 
7.69 
3.14 
8.94 
7.82 
3.83 
55.17 
7.67 
5.13 
4.92 
3.08 
5.15 
5.28 
3.49 
3.75 
2.05 
9.50 
1.03 
1.97 
1.94 
2.64 
1.20 
2.83 
3.60 
1.15 
3.21 
oS 
TABLE VIII 

CORRELATIONS OF WORK SAMPLING ACTIVITIES 
H t:;l ,!3::1?J ct"!:tl ,tx:I Ht"U :::T: 
"P' :!-J,., o CD p. ::s' Pl ::s ,Ho t1> 
::s ::s H.> s:: ~r.r; ct"t1> t1> 
H°S:U 0<1> Q o r.r; ([)I--' ct" 0 
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0 f1l ~:1-:4 ()0 ::s 
::s Il' 
ct"
.j I-'­
0
::s 
Activity 
" . 
-.703 
Interpretation 
-.703 ·717 .765 
Referrals to others 
-.746 X .676 
r' 
Housekeeping/Filing 
-.774 .702 

Education 
-.787 X .801*
0 
Phoning Clients .763 
Personal Time 
-.676 
*Signlflc;ant at .01 level of confidence. 
W 
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The reader should note that these correlations are be­
tween activities at which the workers spent at least 5% of 
their time. The negative correlations with respect to Finan­
cial Manipulation indicate that workers performing numerous 
paperwor;k functions, budget changes, late check actions, etc., 
did not- do so as a result of interpretation, referring, and 
coordinating with others, or performing general office func­
tions. In addition, time devoted to staff development (the 
item Education) seems to be inversely related to Finanqial 
Manipulation•. With respect to Education, a high positive 
correlation was found with time spent in meetings, as one 
would expect, given that staff development occurs in meeting 
settings. Education also correlated positively with House­
keepin~ Functions, and Referrals to Others, perhaps a result 
of the stress in staff development upon handling paperwork 
and CSD referrals. 
In general, we found that data from specific work acti­
vities, behaviors not neces-sarily inv:olving communication, were 
more useable than the communication categories and communica-. 
. 
tive 
~ 
intent categories. The totals of the former were larger, 
and therefore of greater significance. There ware generally 
more significant correlations, both with ~ther activities and 
with CPI scores. The only exception regarding specific work 
activities was in the category we labeled Verification. Al­
though workers spent a mean of nearly 13% of their time (see 
Table 7) in verification activities, there were no significant 
correlations with other activities or CPT scores. 
t4 
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IV. 	 CORRELATIONS OF WORK SAM~LING DATA 

AND CPI SCORES 

Table 9 reflects significant (at least 5%) c~orrelations 
r 
between work activities and cpr factor scores. O~ the eighteen 
personality factors measured by the CPI, ten were IfOUnd to . 
have signific,ant correlations with the most frequent activi­
ties engaged in by the workers. In terms of significance, 
To (Tolerance) seemed to be one of the most useable scores-­
two correlat'ions were found at the 5% level (with Referrals to 
Others and Education), and two others were significant at the 
1% level (inversely with Financial Manipulation and positively 
with Housekeeping and Filing). The other most useable cpr 
factor was So (Socialization). This factor cor~elated.posi­
tively with 	Financial Manipulatiqn, and inversely with l:fouse­
keeuine- and 	Filing, Education, and Meetings. 
~~ 
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. CONCLUSIONS 

We were ~nable to find a.significant differerce in the 
number of errors located by case reviewers wit~ di~ferent 
skills and levels of experience. We were unable'to determine 
significant differences in the amount of errors found in the 
. 
five.caseloads reviewed. Therefore, we conclude that, given 
our method of case review, no relationship has been demon­
strated linking personality factors as identified by the CPI 
and work 'practices with error rates. Our findings substan­
tiate a null hypothesis that no relationship exists between 
error rates and worker-related variables. However, our find­
ings did establish relationships between personality charac­
teristics as measured by the CPI and work activities for the 
nine workers studied. 
Ten CPI factors were correlated with work activities. 
The most relevant work activities were those not necessarily 
related to communication with others'. More specifically, they 
included Interpretation, Financial Manipulation, Referrals to 
Others, ~9usekee~ing and Filing, and Ejucati9n. The only 
relevant communication activities were Passin~ Information, 
Instructing and Directing, Phoning O~hers, and ~eeting~. 
Most of the significant correlations occurred in non-communi­
cation activities. We conclude that, given our present method 
of investigation, that the CPI can be used as a general pre-. 
"" 
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dietor of some specific work activities. Only a few signif­
icant correlations existed between CPI scores and activity 
involving strict.ly communication with others, howeve'r, We 
are led to conclude that the CPI is less relevant a predictor 
of comm~nication activity. 
In d,esigning the time study phase of, this project and 
~ 
in attempting to analyze obtained data, we learned that the 
workers' jobs are highly complex, Specifically, verification 
activity ?-t wh~ch workers invest'ed nearly 13% of their tiT!le, 
failed to correlate significanly with either any CPI factor 
or any other activities, We conclude that activities subsummed 
under the heading Verification are largely autonomous functions 
in this unit of workers. Assuming that such activities have 
the most bearing upon error rates (a-point often stressed 
throughout FWD), our findings of no correlations in this area 
,may lend furthe'r substantiation to a null hypothesis that no 
relationship exists between work activity and error rates. 
') 
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v. IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Many of the implications we see and recommendations we 
are making here are generalized to the entire Oregon state 
Public Welfare system. We recogniz'e the risk in making such 
generalizations, based upon observation and data collected 
from five caseloads and nine workers at a single branch office. 
The back ground of two of the research team members in agency 
offices in two other counties may render'our statements less 
presumptuous. Our main po~nt here is not to belabor our claim 
to authority, however, but to stress that what we say is ten­
tative and needs similar research on a larger scale in other 
areas of the state. 
Although,our study did not investigate causes of high 
error rates in grants being provided to clients, our exper­
ience leads us to speculate in some areas. One possible­
reason for the high error rate is lack of appropriate traihing 
for.WAW's in how to review eligibility factors. At the time 
of case' review, the WAW's should know how to locate signifi­
cant information contained in the case record, how to gain 
-information during the home interview, and how to verify in­
formation. The verification process should continue until 
the worker is fully satisfied that the grant: .. amount '~.is witnin 
PWD standards. 
The workers studied in this project had diverse educa­
38 

tional and work histories. They 
~ 
also had differenct person­
alities and work habits. The error rates, however, did not 
vary significantly despite these individual differences. This 
lack of'significant variation in error rates leads us·to spec­
ulate that the existing training programs, formal and in-ser­
vice, may.have reduced the effect of inqividual worker differ­
ences upon error rates. If this b& ~rue, the areas stressed 
in current training have had some leveling ~ffects in job 
performance of the WAW·s. Perhaps ~qn need~ ·to look at the 
~aim of its training programs, rather than focus on the workers 
(as some of the workers feel currently occurs) in its attempt 
to 'improve' accuracy in assistanee grants. 
According to the PWD Quality Control Reports, a trend 
toward reduced agency-caused errors has existed since October 
of 1971 (11). This reduction occurred while client-caused 
errors increased. The client, then, rather than t~e assis­
tance worker, is the major source of the errors. We suggest 
even more stress on the f1prudent person'" concept and a re-e­
valuation of ·the presumptive eligibility or declaratory state­
meni method of assessing initial and ongoing eligibility. 
Specifically, we question whether presumptive eligibility is 
a policy which is fiscally sound in an agency which stresses 
efficiency and accuracy'. 
Again, at the risk of generalizing to the total state 
welfare. system from our experience at the East Multnomah 
County office, we speculate a need for objective, statisti~­
cal~Y'reliable research on error rates ·to be carried out at 
;A 
3~r .' 
the branch office level. We fe~l the expertise of Welfare 
I 
Sp~cialists in the area of eligibility might bestjbe utilized 
by providing training for t'hem on a statisticallY! sound, ob­
i jective model fo~ sampling and systematically rev~ewing cases 
for errors. I 
Dur~ng the process of this study ~e were provided access 
to materials generated by the R¥D ~uality Control Unit. In 
addition, we questioned how the material WqS used. Our under­
standing is that information about branch office errors is 
extracted from this state-wide sample and is used to determine 
how efficiently each branch office is functioning. If this 
be true, then one should question the appropriateness of this 
use of data obtained. Error rate data, as now collected, is 
meaningful only when it remains in the total state-wide sample. 
The pract~ce of "lifting" the data would not be necessary if 
sampling were done at the branch office level. 
After reviewing material from the state Quality Control 
Unit, we feel more attention should be given to variables 
operating during the time periods covered by those~re~iews 
(usually six-month periods). For example, the most recent 
review report available to us (April - August 1973), covered 
a different time period than previous reports. Formerly. the 
report period was usually from January through June or July
. 
through December. During the AIril - August 1973 report 
period, elements affecting the clients (such as no school for 
the summer, greater employment opportunities, greater likeli­
hood for mobility, etc.) occurred which were captured in the 
i 
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same repor~ period for the first time. Previously, the 
summer months had been. divided between two reporting periods. 
This difference in report periods would dictate a, need for 
caution when comparing the results of this Ap';' il - August 
review ~ith those previously generated. Indeed, we question 
if any meaningful'informati~n could be obtained when ~aking 
a d~rect comparison between the April - August report and 
th~se covering different time frames. Additional variables 
are those of·the policy and procedural changes which occur 
between the beginning and the end of a report period. We 
believe the impact of the individual changes cannot be felt 
when QualitY'Control reports are generated on a six-month 
basis. The implication of this practice is obvious. The 
PWD cannot know which changes are effective in reducing in­
eligibility, underpayments, and overpayments. 
Quality control research at the. branch office level 
could be designed to provide feedback to the workers on a 
~onthly basis, reflecting impact of policy as well as seasonal 
variations in factors affecting the clients. This monthly 
feedback to the branch offices has been previousJy suggested 
by an agency-generated study (12). Workers could be alerted 
as to what problems to watch for in the next month rather 
than learning about th~ sources ~f errors up to six months 
after their occurrence. 
Although the review process in East Multnomah County 
located fewer errors than those identified by state Quality 
Control, as reflected in the unit's reports, they are not 
c 
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significantl~ lower in a statistical sense. Ha~ the East 
Branch reviewers continued to investigate the twenty-eight 
cases which were closed at the time ~f review, related to 
the rev~ew pro~ess, the errors located may have more closely 
approximated those of the state Quali~y Control Unit. Addi­
tionally, ~he reviewers were not as well trained as the Qual­
ity Control personnel. One reviewer was a ninety-day tempo­
rary employee and another had less than two-years' experience 
with the agency. Most of the reviewers had other duties which 
wmay have deterred-them from operating at maximum efficiency 
while performing case reviews. Yet, the facts that no signif­
icant difference could be found between s~ate Quality Control 
and branch office error discovery rate~ leads us to consider 
the idea of decentralizing state Quality Control staff, shif­
ting'the responsibility for quality control to the branch 
office level, or a combination of state and branch office 
quality control. Possibly federal requirements or cost~ben­
efit considerations would contraindicate such a move. Were
.' 
these limits not the case, however, we believe. that cases 
sampled in error could easily be eliminated at the branch of­
fice level, rendering results more meaningful. Currently, 
sampling cases in error is a problem lim~ting the usefulness 
of state' Quality Control reports. In the reports generated 
by PViD Quality Control, ,it is not clear how the sampling error 
is compensated for in preventing a bias in the sa:mple. 
Our attempts at measuring worker performance via the 

time study method is preliminary. Yet, we were encouraged 
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with the results, and believe the PWD should cons~der further 
development of the time study approach to measure/performance. 
. We recommend that FWD· set performance objec1iVes for 
I 
WAW's in terms of measurable and specific behaviors and 
determine the implications of additional responsi~ilities 
prior to state-wide implementation. In this way, as addi­
tional demands are ma.de of WAW's, aa.ta would be available 
upon which. to predict which areas of current functioning 
would qe affected or, if indeed, whether caseload sizes should 
be adjusted. The performance objectives could be modified 
according t'o the changing needs of the system. Based upon our 
. ovm results, we believe the likelihood of 'work€rs meeting 
such objectives could be predicted by using standardized 
personality tests such as the CPl. Also, the time study 
method could be utilized as an objective method of assessing 
a worker's pertormance. it As an example, using the results .of 
this study, were PWD to need workers who tend to be meticu­
" 	 lous in housekeeping and filing type,s of a'ctivities, they 
might screen for applicants with a high capacity for tolerance 
as measured ~y the cpr. If workers who are sociable and 
, 	 , 
friendly are desired, stress might be placed on the sociabil­
ity component of the CPl. 
The CPI is a standardized test unrelated to PWD and its 
services. However p despite the fact that this study has been 
the first in this state to measure WAW performance against a 
sta:ndardized instrument of.demonstrated reliability, we note 
the high number of signi~icant relationships we found between 
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its scores and our design for measuring worker behavior. We 
speculate that any limitation in the number of significant 
correlations is a weakness in our design rather than in the 
. 
CPI, and believe that further development of objective tech­
niques 9f m-easuring WAW performance would increase the valid­
ity and reliability of the designs. 
This study yvas a preliminary attempt to find some of the 
-factors which could have an effect on error-rates. We believe 
the primary lim1tatien was in the small number of caseloads 
reviewed for error rates. We hope that the results we obtained, 
that of personality factors and work practices having no sig-: 
nificant affect on error rates, will stimulate FWD to investi­
gate the relationship between these factors. The results 
obtained from the time study and the personality inventory 
were "encouraging. We feel our efforts' can contribute to a 
theoretical base needed by PWD to achieve that agency's goal 
of a greater accuracy in grant expenditures. 
" 
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